This paper deals with a one-unit system that the system's failure can be detected only by inspection.
Further, Bosch and Je:nsen [3] , Luss and Kander [6] , Sengupta [10] , Wattanapanom and Shaw [12] and Zuckerman [14] considered models which are related to Barlow, Hunter and Proschan [1] .
We are interested in the availability of system. For example, a machine produces units continuously. The quality of the output is checked at various time to determine whether the machine is functioning satisfactorily. Upon detection of malfunction, repair is made, production resumes and inspection continues. Coleman and Abrams [4] and Weiss [13] dealed with such models.
In such situation we further incorporate a policy that preventive maintenance is performed if the system is operable at the time of the (n+l)-st inspection. Under this inspE!ction policy, the Laplace transform of the pointwise availability and the stationary availability of the system are derived by using the supplementary variable methods. And it is shown that there exists an optimum inspection policy which maximizes the stationary availability under suitable conditions. Finally, we shall present numerical example.
Definition of Model and Availabil ity
We define a model as follows:
(i) The system's life timl! has an arbitrary distribution F(x) with a finite mean A, the differentiabll! density function f(x) and the failure rate
(ft) The system's failure can be detected only by inspection and the probability of its detection equals one.
(:Hi) The system is shut down while being inspected. So the system is down during inspection whether it is operable or not.
(jy) Inspection is scheduled to begin after XI units of time from the instant at which the syst,~m is renewed by repair or preventive maintenance.
(See Fig. 1 The optimization problem we considE~r is to maximize the stationary availability of the system. Then, we do not wish to check too often from the point of view of the availability since each inspection takes a time (i.e., it is a down time.). On the other hand, there is a down time between the occurrence of a system's failure and its detection. So, our problem is to determine a number of inspection until preventive maintenance is performed and a sequence of inspection periods.
Letting P A (t) be the point-wise availability of the system at time t, the Laplace transform p!(s) of PA(t) is explicitly given as follows (See
and * denotes the Lap1ace transform.
(i=l, •.. ,n+1) ,
Consequently, we obtain the stationary availability PA(oo) of the system as follows:
-z. o-z.
Optimum Inspection Policy
In the preceding section, we have obtained the stationary availability we consider only a regular inspection period which could be applied in practical fields. So, we assume that
where
We shall discuss the optimum inspection period maximizing eq. (4) 
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Let us suppose that T. = T for all i=l, ... ,n+l (periodic inspection).
-z. . Only for the ease of exponential failure:, periodic inspection procedure is optimum over all inspection procedures. This is clear by the memoryless property of exponential distribution. Then e:q. (4) is (6) PA
. s Eq. (6) is non··decreasing in n for all T > 0 i.e., for all T > O.
Consequently, to perform preventive maintenance is meaningless. From eq. (6), it is
To maximizing PA(oo,T) equals to minimizi.ng
Taking the derivative and setting it equal to zero, we obtain
which has a unique solution in T. This coincides with Weiss [13] and Barlow, Hunter and Proschan [1] .
Next it is of interest to consider the optimum sequential inspection procedure maximizing eq.(4) for any fixed n. A necessary condition that a set
is optimum inspection procedure is that
Hence, using ~!q. (4) we obtain 
Hence by the assumption that f(x) is differentiable. we have When T Z is negative. it is meaningless. So we define T Z = max(I;Z(Tl).O).
We rewrite it I;Z(T l ). Similarly we define l;i(T l
Consequently. we have
To determine a set (T l •...• T n + l ) satisfying eq.(lO) and eq.(ll) is equivalent to determine Tt maximizing the following equation PA(n.T). (16) PA(n.T) = A(n.T)IB(n.T)
B(n.T) and
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i-I L Sj+1 (T) j=O Inspection Policy with Preventive Maintenance
Then we have using eq.(lO) and eq. (14),
and for all T ,. 0,
(17) dpA(n,T)/d!r = B'(n,T) [K(n,T)-PA(n,T)]/B(n,T) ,
It is easily verified that the second term of the right-hand side of eq. (18) is non-decreasing in T. Hereafter, we assume that r > rs and A (a:) is strictly increasing. So, K(n,T) is strictly decreasing. When T + 0 ,
PA(n,T) + 0 and K(n,T) + [l+(r-r s )A(o)]-l by eq.(15). Consequently, PA(n,T)
increases in a neighborhood of the origin. Since there exists at least one set (T l , ... ,7'n+l) maximizing eq. (4), there exists at least one T* such that dpA(n,T)/d!r = O. Hence, PA(n,T) will increase in the interval (O,T*) WherE! T* is the first root of the equation
Further, at T'I." since K(n,T) is strictly decreasing, K(n,T*+e:) < PA(n,T*+E:) for a sufficiently small e: > O. This means that P A (n ,T) is a strictly de--creasing function at T*+e: and that T* is a maximal point. Even if T** is another root of eq.(19), PA(n,T) will decrease at T**+e:. Thus T** can not be a maximal poin.t. This fact implies the uniqueness of T*. But since T* is a function of n, we need to write such as T*(n).
Thus a set (T!(n), ... ,T~+l(n» is optimal for any fixed n and the resulting maxi.mum value of P A Keeping in view the nature of this system. the following set of partial differential equations can be set up easily:
(n,T) is given by [(r-r ) A (S*+1 (n»-+P(S*(n»!
s s Equations (Al) are to be solved subject to the following boundary and initial conditions:
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